
 

Two new SPACES centres bring much-needed workspaces
to economic hubs of Cape Town and Sandton

Disruptive work environment brand, SPACES, is expanding its South African footprint with two more prime locations
opening in December 2017. The new centres in Long Street, Cape Town, and Atrium on 5th in Sandton, bring SPACES'
innovative and inspirational office and meeting solutions to like-minded communities. This takes to eight the number of
branches opened since the global brand launched in South Africa in September 2017.

Long Street, known as the Soho of Cape Town, complements perfectly the artful contemporary style that reflects the
creative culture of SPACES. Wide walkways and casual seating areas, cultivate and present the opportunity to meet and
collaborate with other professionals. Fast, unlimited Wi-Fi and sophisticated technology is a standard SPACES offering to
guarantee work efficiency.

Local coffee bars, restaurants, craft markets, bookshops and backpackers’ lodges make for an interesting distraction
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whether you are a business tourist or a local.

The second new centre is located in Atrium on 5th, previously known as the iconic Sandton Twin Towers. Having
undergone major refurbishment, the building is cloaked in a revolutionary high-performance double-glazed frontage to lend
a modern feel and increase floorspace.

Most notable, is the building’s sustainable and energy-efficient initiatives, with developer Aurecon being awarded the ‘Best
Quality Submission’ by the Green Building Council SA (GBCSA) in September 2014 for the project. An impressive green
wall in the atrium houses a unique crate system made from recycled material. Both centres provide high-energy,
aesthetically pleasing environments perfect for entrepreneurs or business travellers needing a professional place to work
and host clients.

Started in Amsterdam, the SPACES brand and their motto, "Success breeds success", attracts global appeal with
entrepreneurs, start-ups, corporate and creatives who prefer their innovative approach to work.

Their flexible contracts and memberships for progressive offices and fully equipped stylish meeting spaces are presenting a
particular allure. To add to their holistic offering, they also host networking events, training, hobby and health events
directed towards their immediate community. These range from salsa dancing to yoga classes.



Another reality SPACES addresses, is the isolation that entrepreneurs and business tourists may often experience working
at home or in hotels. Providing open areas where guests can mingle and activities they can join in on, breeds inspiration
and a happier, more productive work environment. This can only be good news for the busy economic hubs of Cape Town
and Sandton.

About SPACES

SPACES offer an inspiring work environment for professionals and growing businesses. Next to office space, there are
memberships and meeting rooms to help you think, create and interact with like-minded people. Spaces’ goal is to offer
inspirational surroundings with an entrepreneurial spirit where ideas are born, a company evolves and valuable
relationships are built.

For more information or to contact a specific centre visit: www.spacesworks.com.
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